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UNIT-I
Fundamental Concepts and Definitions 
Introduction and definition of thermodynamics, Microscopic and
Macroscopic approaches, Concept of continuum .Systems, surroundings,
Control system, control volume and control surface, Properties, intensive
& extensive and state of Thermodynamic system. point and path
properties, process, cycle , Thermodynamic equilibrium, Reversibility and
irreversibility, Quasi static process, Energy and its forms, Work and heat,
Ideal & Real gas, Dalton’s law, Amagat’s law, Property of mixture of gases.

Zeroth law of thermodynamics
Zeroth law of thermodynamics, Temperature and its’ measurement.

First law of thermodynamics for closed system
Introduction of first law of thermodynamics, Calculation of work in
various processes and sign convention, work, Joules’ experiment, Internal
energy and enthalpy



DEFINITION OF THERMODYNAMICS

• Thermodynamics is an axiomatic science which
deals with the relations among heat, work and
properties of system which are in equilibrium. It
describes state and changes in state of physical
systems.

Or

• Thermodynamics is the science that deals with
the interaction between energy and material
systems.



• ‘’Thermodynamics is the branch of physical
science that deals with the various
phenomena of energy and related properties
of matter, especially of the laws of
transformations of heat into other forms of
energy and vice-versa.”



Thermodynamics, basically entails four laws or axioms
known as Zeroth, First, Second and Third law of
thermodynamics.

➢ The First law throws light on concept of internal
energy.

➢ The Zeroth law deals with thermal equilibrium and
establishes a concept of temperature.

➢ The Second law indicates the limit of converting heat
into work and introduces the principle of increase of
entropy.

➢ The Third law defines the absolute zero of entropy.
These laws are based on experimental observations and
have no mathematical proof. Like all physical laws, these
laws are based on logical reasoning.





Concept of Continuum

In Macroscopic approach of thermodynamics the
substance is considered to be continuous
whereas every matter actually comprises of
myriads of molecules with intermolecular spacing
amongst them. For analyzing a substance in
aggregate it shall be desired to use laws of
motion for individual molecules and study at
molecular level be put together statistically to get
the influence upon aggregate. In statistical
thermodynamics this microscopic approach is
followed, although it is often too cumbersome for
practical calculations.



In engineering thermodynamics where focus lies upon
the gross behaviour of the system and substance in it,
the statistical approach is to be kept aside and classical
thermodynamics approach be followed. In classical
thermodynamics, for analysis the atomic structure of
substance is considered to be continuous. For
facilitating the analysis this concept of continuum is
used in which the substance is treated free from any
kind of discontinuity. As this is an assumed state of
continuum in substance so the order of analysis or
scale of analysis becomes very important. Thus, in case
the scale of analysis is large enough and the
discontinuities are of the order of intermolecular
spacing or mean free path then due to relative order of
discontinuity being negligible it may be treated
continuous.



Thermodynamic systems, Boundary and 
Surroundings

System
A system is a finite quantity of matter or a prescribed

region of space.
Boundary
The actual or hypothetical envelope enclosing the
system is the boundary of the system. The boundary
may be fixed or it may move. The boundary may be
real or imaginary.



• In thermodynamics the ‘system’ is defined as the quantity of matter
or region in space upon which the attention is concentrated for the
sake of analysis. These systems are also referred to as
thermodynamic systems. For the study these systems are to be
clearly defined using a real or hypothetical boundary.

• Every thing outside this real/hypothetical boundary is termed as the
‘surroundings’. Thus, the surroundings may be defined as every
thing surrounding the system.

• System and surroundings when put together result in universe.
Universe = System + Surroundings

• The system is also some times defined as the control system and
the boundary defined for separating it from surroundings is called
control boundary, the volume enclosed within the boundary is
control volume and the space enclosed within the boundary is
called control space.



• Based on the energy and mass interactions of the
systems with the surrounding can be further classified
as the open, close, and isolated system.

• The open system is one in which the energy and mass
interactions take place at the system boundary, for
example automobile engine etc.

• Closed system is the system having only energy
interactions at its boundary, for example, boiling water
in a closed pan etc. The mass interactions in such
system are absent.

• Isolated system refers to the system which neither has
mass interaction nor energy interaction across system
boundary for example Thermos Flask etc. Thus, the
isolated system does not interact with the
surroundings/systems in any way.



Figure-1(a) Open system (b) Closed system (c) Isolated system





Homogeneous and Heterogeneous 
system

Homogeneous System

• A system which consists of a single phase is termed as
homogeneous system. Examples :Mixture of air and water vapour,
water plus nitric acid and octane plus heptane.

Heterogeneous System

• A system which consists of two or more phases is called a
heterogeneous system. Examples :Water plus steam, ice plus
water and water plus oil.



Open, closed, adiabatic system

• Closed System :- If the
boundary of the system
is impervious to the
flow of matter, it is
called a closed system.
An example of this
system is mass of gas or
vapour contained in an
engine

Cylinder.
Figure-2 :Closed system



Example of open System

• An open system is one in
which matter flows into or
out of the system.

• Most of the engineering
systems are open.

Examples :- Turbines, pumps
and nozzles etc.

Figure-3 : Open system



Isolated and adiabatic system

• Isolated System

• An isolated system is that 
system which exchanges 
neither energy nor matter 
with any

• other system or with 
environment.

• Adiabatic System

• An adiabatic system is one
which is thermally insulated
from its surroundings. It can,

• however, exchange work with
its surroundings. If it does not,
it becomes an isolated system.



Control volume and control surface



Fig.  Control volume and control surface



Pure Substance

• A pure substance is one that has a homogeneous and
invariable chemical composition even though there is
a change of phase. In other words, it is a system
which is

(a) homogeneous in composition

• (b) homogeneous in chemical aggregation.

Examples : Liquid, water, mixture of liquid
water and steam, mixture of ice and water.
The mixture of liquid air and gaseous air is not
a pure substance.



THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

• A system is in state of thermodynamic equilibrium if  it has 
the following :
(1)The temperature and pressure at all points are same 
(2) There should be no velocity gradient and chemical 
reaction within a system.
(3) The chemical equilibrium is also necessary.

For attaining a state of thermodynamic equilibrium the
following three types of equilibrium states must be
achieved :

.



1.Thermal equilibrium:- The temperature of the system
does not change with time and has same value at all

points of the system.

2. Mechanical equilibrium:-There are no unbalanced forces
within the system or between the surroundings. The
pressure in the system is same at all points and does not
change with respect to time.

3. Chemical equilibrium:- No chemical reaction takes place
in the system and the chemical composition which is
same throughout the system does not vary with time.



PROPERTIES OF SYSTEMS

• A property of a system is a characteristic of the system which
depends upon its state, but not upon how the state is reached.
There are two types of property :

(1). Intensive properties. These properties do not depend on the 
mass of the system.

Examples : Temperature and pressure.

(2). Extensive properties. These properties depend on the mass 
of the system. 

Example :Volume , enthalpy  and entropy

Extensive properties are often divided by mass associated with
them to obtain the intensive properties. For example, if the
volume of a system of mass m is V, then the specific volume of
matter within the system is V /m =v which is an intensive
property.



State and Property

• State is the condition of the system at an instant of
time as described or measured by its properties

or

each unique condition of a system is called a state.

• It follows from the definition of state that each
property has a single value at each state.

• All properties are state or point functions. Therefore, 
all properties are identical for identical states.



On the basis of the above discussion, we can
determine if a given variable is property or not

by applying the following tests :

(1) A variable is a property only if, it has a
single value at each equilibrium state.

(2) A variable is a property, if and only if, the
change in its value between any two
prescribed equilibrium states is single-valued.

Therefore, any variable whose change is fixed

by the end states is a property.



Path , Process and cycle

• A path is a locus of different states passed by
the system. When this path is specified is known
as process.

• A thermodynamic cycle is a combination of
different processes , which a system follows and
finally comes to initial state.



• Process on a p-v diagram • Cycle on a p-v diagram



Quasi-static process

• Quasi-static process: A quasi-static process is
an infinitely slow process and also called a
reversible process. This process is a succession
of equilibrium states and infinite slowness is
its characteristic feature.

• Quasistatic process passes through different
equilibrium points between the starting and
end states of a reversible process.



• Let us consider the heating of gas in a container with certain mass ‘W’
kept on the top of lid (lid is such that it does not permit leakage across
its interface with vessel wall) of the vessel as shown in Fig. After certain
amount of heat being added to the gas it is found that the lid gets
raised up. Thermodynamic state change is shown in Fig. The “change in
state” is significant. During the change of state since the states could
not be considered to be in equilibrium, hence for unsteady state of
system thermodynamic analysis could not be extended.

Let us now assume that the total mass comprises of infinitesimal small
masses of ‘w’ such that all ‘w’ masses put together become equal to W.
Now let us start heat addition to vessel and as soon as the lifting of lid
is observed put first fraction mass ‘w’ over the lid so as to counter the
lifting and estimate the state change. During this process it is found
that the state change is negligible. Let us further add heat to the vessel
and again put the second fraction mass‘w’ as soon as the lift is felt so as
to counter it. Again the state change is seen to be negligible. Continue
with the above process and at the end it shall be seen that all fraction
masses ‘w’ have been put over the lid, thus



amounting to mass ‘W’ kept over the lid of
vessel and the state change occurred is exactly
similar to the one which occurred when the
mass kept over the lid was ‘W’. In this way the
equilibrium nature of system can be
maintained and the thermodynamic analysis
can be carried out. p-v representation for the

series of infinitesimal state changes occurring
between states 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 1.4.



Figure-5 :- Quasistatic Process



Reversible and Irreversible processes



Reversible processes

• Isochoric process ( V=Constant)

• Isobaric process  (P = Constant)

• Isothermal Process (T = Constant ,PV=C)

• Adiabatic Process  (Heat transfer Q = 0)

• Polytrophic Process



Irreversible Process



ENERGY AND ITS FORMS

“Energy is usually defined as the ability to do
mechanical work”. It is indeed quite difficult to
precisely define the “energy”. We feel energy
at every moment and can sense it very
oftenly.

Another broader definition of energy says that
“energy refers to the capacity for producing
effects.”



Energy can be classified in the following general categories;
(a) Energy in transition: It refers to the energy that is in process of transition between 
substances or regions because of some driving potential, such as difference or gradient of 
force, or of temperature, or of electrical potential etc. For example heat, work etc.
(b) Energy stored in particular mass: It refers to the potential and kinetic energy 
associated with masses that are elevated or moving with respect to the earth.
Apart from above broad classification the energy can also be categorised into various 
forms.
(i) Macroscopic energy: It refers to the energy possessed by a system considered at 
macroscopic level such as kinetic energy, potential energy etc.
(ii) Microscopic energy: It refers to the energy defined at molecular level. Summation of 
energy at molecular level or microscopic energy results in internal energy.

Some of the popular forms of energy are described below :
Potential energy: This type of energy is based on relative position of bodies in a system, 
i.e.
elevation in a gravitational field. Potential energy for a mass m at elevation z is given as :
P.E. = m.g.z
Here g is the gravitational acceleration and elevation is measured from some reference 
point.
Kinetic energy: It is based on the relative movement of bodies. For a mass m moving with 
certain
velocity c it could be mathematically expressed as;
K.E. = (1/2) m.c2
Internal energy: Internal energy of a system is the energy associated with the molecular 
structure at molecular level.



HEAT AND WORK

When two systems at different temperatures are brought into contact there are
observable changes in some of their properties and changes continue till the two
don’t attain the same temperature if contact is prolonged. Thus, there is some kind
of energy interaction at the boundary which causes change in temperatures. This
form of energy interaction is called heat. Thus ‘heat’ may be termed as the energy
interaction at the system boundary which occurs due to temperature difference
only. Heat is observable in transit at the interface i.e. boundary, it can not be
contained in a system. In general the heat transfer to the system is assigned with
positive (+) sign while the heat transfer from the system is assigned with negative
(–) sign. Its units are Calories.

In thermodynamics the work can be defined as follows:
“Work shall be done by the system if the total effect outside the system is
equivalent to the raising of weight and this work shall be positive work”.

In above definition the work has been defined as positive work and says that 
there need not be actual raising of weight but the effect of the system behaviour 
must be reducible to the raising of a weight and nothing else. Its units are N. m or 
Joule. Heat and work are two transient forms of energy.











Displacement work in different thermodynamic processes





Ideal and Real gases





















Zeroth ‘Law of thermodynamics

Zeroth law of thermodynamics states that if the bodies A and B are in thermal
equilibrium with a third body C separately then the two bodies A and B shall also be in
thermal equilibrium with each other. This is the principle of temperature
measurement. Block diagram shown in Fig. 2.1a and 2.1b show the zeroth law of
thermodynamics and its application for temperature measurement.

Fig. Zeroth law of thermodynamics

Fig. Application of Zeroth law of thermodynamics



Temperature:- Temperature is a property of a system , which tells the hotness and 
coldness of a system.

Temperatures scales
There are different types of scales of temperature
(1). Celsius scale or centigrade scale (ºC)

Anders Celsius gave this Celsius or Centigrade scale using ice point of 0°C as the lower
fixed point and steam point of 100ºC as upper fixed point for developing the scale. It is
denoted by letter C.
(2). Fahrenheit Scale (F)

Fahrenheit gave another temperature scale known as Fahrenheit scale and has the
lower fixed point as 32 F and the upper fixed point as 212 F. The interval between these
two is equally divided into 180 part. It is denoted by letter F. Each part represents 1 F.
(3). Rankine scale (R)

Rankine scale was developed by William John MacQuorn Rankine, a Scottish engineer. 
It is denoted by letter R. It is related to Fahrenheit scale as given below.

TR = TF + 459.67
(4). Kelvin scale (K)

Kelvin scale proposed by Lord Kelvin is very commonly used in thermodynamic
analysis. It also defines the absolute zero temperature. Zero degree Kelvin or absolute
zero temperature is taken as –273.15ºC. It is denoted by letter K.



Different temperature scales



Temperature measurement
Thermometers are  generally used to measure the  temperature of a 
system. Different types of thermometers are given below:

(1). Liquid Thermometer

(2). Gas Thermometers  
(i) . Constant volume gas thermometer
(ii). Constant pressure gas thermometer

(3). Electrical resistance thermometer

(4). Thermoelectric Thermometer



Application of first law of 
thermodynamic to different processes

(a). Constant volume processes or isochoric process

(b). Constant pressure  process or isobaric process

(c). Isothermal process

(d). Adiabatic process

(e). Polytrophic process



First law of thermodynamics for 
closed system
First law of thermodynamic for close 
system can be classified in to two 
parts
(1). Closed system following a
process
(2). Closed system following a cycle



First law for a cyclic process
























